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What drives us
Innovation to gain more and more ground

Versatility

Even back then it was clear that our machines did not 
just have one single purpose. That’s because the prin-
ciple of more or less powerful rotation effects on the 
ground is helpful for many applications and has since 
proven helpful for treating ceilings and floors. This still 
applies today even if the dynamics would have been 
inconceivable back then. It’s not just flooring materi-
als that have changed and developed, but also the ef-
ficiency and ergonomic requirements. This is how the 

“Schwamborn system” cam to life, which is always the 
perfect combination of machine and the tools used. This 
makes our construction machinery so versatile and the 
associated solutions so effective.  

Consistent customer focus

The driving force behind our innovations was always our 
customers. When we formed the Application Technology 
department at the latest, we made continuous dialogue 
a matter of principle. Our consultants are really practical 
people – they work together with our customers to deve-
lop the best solutions for the task and are always able to 
tackle new challenges on construction sites. This in turn 
challenges our Research & Development department to 
find new solutions and drives our “Made in Germany” 
production. This has resulted in innovative dynamism 
that enables us and our customers to gain ground. 

Have fun reading this fascinating text.

Since 1935, everything with 
us has literally been “re-
volving around” “gaining 
ground”. By using the phrase 

“gain ground”, we are delibe-
rately and intentionally play-
ing on the double meaning of 
our company’s focus: Thanks 
to our numerous innovations, 
you, our customers, do not 
just gain ground where it has 
to be treated. If you use our 
construction machinery and 
accessories that have been 
developed at least as dyna-
mically, you can do this faster, 
more economically, more er-
gonomically, with more versa-

tility, more thoroughly and more healthily than with other 
products. And this improves from product generation to 
product generation.

Rotation

From our first single-disc machine that was developed in-
house in 1964, we have relied on rotating discs that are just 
as important for thoroughness and evenness as they are 
for making work significantly easier. Our first “cleaning floor 
polisher” was an innovation back then. That‘s because it was 
particularly easy to handle and versatile back in the day. It 
could clean thoroughly and polish the floor. Above all, it laid 
the foundation for today’s technological development. Low 
speed became Hi-Speed, one rotating disc became three, 
the single speed turned into the infinitely variable speed, 
rotations became oscillations and cleaning turned into grin-
ding and milling.

INNOVATIONS TO GAIN GROUND

Eckart Schwamborn, CEO
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A PROMISE WITH RESPONSIBILITY
We produce our machines for grinding, bush-hammering, milling, smoothing, stripping and clea-

ning at our company site in Baden-Württemberg. On the one hand, this is a promise of quality, as 

"Made in Germany" has a good reputation with our customers around the world. And rightly so, 

we say.

We meet the demands by only using the best possible materials and processing them responsibly, 

monitored by a certified quality management system in accordance with ISO 9001. This is no less 

than an end in itself, as it guarantees our customers a long service life and therefore highly efficient 

construction machinery. 

On the other hand, we also have a great deal of responsibility towards our employees with whom 

we work together from the “German location benefit”to be the best every day and provide services 

that earn the “Made in Germany” mark of quality.

STATE OF THE ART
We have been working on cleaning and treating 

floors since 1935. This is our DNA. This involves a 

great deal of pioneering spirit and inventiveness, 

not to mention a huge amount of experience.

This has enabled us to question our solutions again and again in order to optimise 

them. In the mean time, five engineers research and develop new and improved 

solutions again and again at our growing site in Wangen near to Göppingen in 

Swabia. Of course, receiving great awards like our recent one also motivates us. 

But what really drives us is finding practical solutions that do not just make the 

traditional hard work that is combined with significant dust more efficient and er-

gonomic, but also that significantly improve health and safety for the craftspeople 

and workers, with innovations that you can use to gain ground. 

HIGHEST 
PRECISION
With production "Made in Germany"

RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT
The latest technology for practical solutions
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DIAMOND GRINDING MACHINES
In 1996, it finally happened – one grinding disc became three and the 

novel diamond tools enabled a large surface to be treated evenly with 

high area performance. The three discs rotate and are rotated in turn. 

This does not just increase the number of rotations but also the force 

that is applied to the floor.

As the range of materials for floor construction has increased dramati-

cally and refurbishment is now often an economical alternative to re-

placement, we were in the right place at the right time. Especially be-

cause the range of diamond tools has developed continuously. This has 

led to surface engineering through grinding and polishing becoming 

economical and attractive for old flooring techniques such as terrazzo, 

as well as for new exposed concrete floors.

IMPROVED CLEANING POWER
Depending on the surface, the aim and the floor condition, cleaning machines that work with ro-

tation remain highly suitable for maintenance cleaning and deep cleaning. Especially because the 

variety, quality and range of applications of the cleaning pads has expanded and improved signifi-

cantly. We have remained true to this principle from the first single-disc machine that we develo-

ped in-house in 1964 and have improved it significantly.

This is also the case for our latest innovations for 

cleaning machines. Good cleaning action is achie-

ved when the discs on a cleaning machine are rot-

ating. And if they are not only rotating but are also 

at the same time performing movements in all ho-

rizontal directions, this achieves greater effect while also making them easier to handle. These 

movements, in addition to rotary motion, are called oscillations. The result is a cleaning machine 

with 1,410 oscillations per minute that manages a greater surface area in the same amount of time 

and that can be moved virtually with just one finger – that makes work easier.

AMAZINGLY 
POWERFUL
From cleaning to grinding and bush-hammering

AMAZINGLY 
THOROUGH
From rotation to oscillation
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A BREAKTHROUGH
Grinding floors is a difficult and physically strenuous 

task. Or rather, it was. That’s because the introduction 

of large grinding machines with remote control and 

electric motors has made grinding significantly easier.

The machines no longer have to be moved by the ope-

rator's strength, but do it almost on their own.

Obviously, this improves health and safety, and er-

gonomics but the significantly improved area perfor-

mance is a positive consequence of working without 

fatigue.

SIMPLY BEAUTIFUL
Industrial floors that have to take a lot of strain always requi-

red good substrate preparation as the basis for strength and 

a long service life. This still applies even with modern buil-

ding materials but the possibilities for architecturally attrac-

tive floors in residential and commercial buildings grew. All 

that was required was the expertise and the right sequence 

of steps, not to mention machines and especially tools that 

could be used to turn terrazzo, exposed concrete, mastic as-

phalt and other materials into really eye-catching floors.

We therefore developed machines for this, right up to the 

DSM 250S edge grinding machine, which enable these floors 

to be produced economically and cost efficiently.

HARD WORK 
MADE EASY
Cover a wide area without fatigue

DESIGNED 
FOR FLOORS
... or waxing lyrical about the possibilities
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MANUAL WORK WAS SO YESTERDAY
The WDS 530 transfers over five decades of experience in professional grinding technology to walls 

and ceilings. The WDS 530 works with a hydraulic drive, which can be operated not only with con-

struction robots but - as of recently - also with excavators. It facilitates the economical grinding 

and renovation of large wall, ceiling and floor surfaces with exceptional area performance. Further-

more, using the WDS 530 makes work significantly easier and more straightforward. But there are 

also new possibilities in the configuration.

The Carmen Würth Forum was developed by British ar-

chitect David Chipperfield. Two supporting walls made 

of cast-in-place concrete that was bush-hammered us-

ing the WDS 530 enclose a large forecourt in front of 

the main entrance to the building. The WDS530 there-

fore saved several weeks of manual work.

GOOD NEWS FOR DEMOLITION
The demands placed on stripping, renovation and finishing are increasing continuously, as are dis-

posal costs - not least for contaminated wall and ceiling coatings. Therefore, Schwamborn has again 

developed an innovative, user-oriented solution for this purpose - in the form of the new, smaller 

WDS 250 wall and ceiling grinding machine.

The Schwamborn WDS family shows its strength particularly when it comes to stripping contami-

nated material. That’s because it’s not just the fact that the worker is very well protected during 

operation, but also that the waste is reduced to just 

the layer that has to be disposed of. The new WDS 250 

therefore combines professional grinding technology 

with excellent manoeuvrability. It is also highly suited 

to small indoor spaces thanks to operation via electri-

cally-driven mini excavators.

LITTLE 
SISTER
High hydraulic performance in a small space

HIGHLY 
ACCLAIMED
From the floor to the wall and ceiling
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EFFECTIVE VERSATILITY
Highlights of the new BEF 400RC include a working width of 400 mm, remote control, travelling 

drive with either cable or battery power, an exceptionally uniform milling pattern, ultimate mano-

euvrability through front-wheel steering and substantially better dust extraction.

Milling is an unavoidable task when it comes to remo-

ving deep coatings, unevenness or protrusions effecti-

vely, for example roadway markings.

The accessories and the range of tools were extended 

to include concrete sawing as well as 8-point carbide 

blade milling. This milling machine therefore also ena-

bles sawing or cutting expansion joints. The ability to 

adjust the milling depth independently to right and 

left increases the range of applications of this milling 

machine.

PERMANENTLY 
GOOD FLOORS
Best protection – easy to clean

Water

Oil & 
greses

Dirt

WISA

THE WISA SYSTEM
Constructing floors is one thing, preparing floors for long-term use and protecting them from dirt and 

damage is another thing altogether. Depending on the floor conditions and use, you require differ-

ent chemical products for the best possible protection, to improve the floor conditions and to make 

cleaning and care easier. As the experts for professional floor constructions, we have developed a 

matching offering.

You need chemical products that are tai-

lored exactly to the floor type and use for 

cleaning, coating, protecting, solidifying 

and care.

The WISA stain protection system en-

ables optimised protection against oil, 

grease, water and dirt for example.

OUTSTANDING 
DEEP REMOVAL
Milling and cutting – preparing the substrate
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DUST REDUCTION 
PERFECTED
Higher ergonomics – lower disposal costs

HEALTH AND SAFETY 
MAKES YOU ATTRACTIVE
Protecting employees encourages employees

MILESTONES
Whether it's demolition work or floor construction and renovation, the industry is always facing 

the same challenges. The work must always be faster, more efficient and always improving when it 

comes to ergonomics and health and safety.

But the industry has a core problem: The number of workers who are prepared to expose them-

selves to the traditionally high levels of dust and the physically demanding work is reducing all the 

time. It’s therefore even more important for us to de-

velop machines, tools and industrial vacuum cleaners 

that make sustainable improvements to health and sa-

fety. We have reached many milestones in recent ye-

ars. Remote controlled machines or using excavators 

to stop workers having to be immediately exposed to 

dust are as much a part of dust reduction as a virtually 

closed system.

THE MACHINE HOSE ADAPTER SYSTEM
The ever-increasing lack of specialists and particularly the ever-increasing awareness of health and 

safety have increased the dust reduction demands significantly. The classic weak point was not the 

performance of the industrial vacuum cleaner but rather the connections.

The system that we have developed consists of a very easy-to-use click system, anti-static hoses and 

a robust quick coupling sys-

tem for hose extensions. The 

new vacuuming system ma-

kes handling much easier on 

the site, which increases the 

probability that it will actually 

be used.
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THE NEW GENERATION OF DIAMOND TOOLS
If you want to gain ground, you need the best possible tools. This applies to all work from the 

decision-making process, substrate preparation and renovation to manufacturing design concrete 

floors. We have developed and continuously improved special tools for all of this work. As with a 

football team, they are now all in perfect coordination and fulfil different tasks. Whether it’s Ameri-

can Football or floor construction – gaining ground is the main quality feature. This is why we have 

called the latest generation of diamond tools the “Giants”. For example, the Giants’ center clears 

even the strongest concrete defense, while the wide receiver Superflex pads quickly provide the 

end zone for the finishing touch – no matter whether it's wet or dry! 

The diamond tools are available in grades AAA, AA+ and AA. The grade solely refers to the size of 

the area to be treated and indicates economical use.

INNOVATIVE CLEANING PADS
The latest innovation for diamond pads goes by the name of “Furby pads”. It makes the surface-
finishing of modern design and industrial floors are great deal easier. These pads are developed 
specifically for polishing surfaces and have a revolutionary dynamic bond comprising a multitude 
of tiny diamonds. These not only provide a high degree of 3D freedom of movement for polishing 
operations, but they also get the job done quicker.

The FloorZilla cleaning pads are made completely from recycled material and provide improved 
cleaning power with lower water consumption and longer durability.

Triple A AA+ AA

SCHWAMBORN 
GIANTS
Guaranteed to gain ground – tools for the entire range of     applications for floors, walls and ceilings
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A P P L I C A T I O N  T E C H N O L O G Y

Solu  tion
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Renovation Surface 
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Care & 
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OUR SYSTEM
The application and the aim define the configuration of machine, tools, 
dust extraction and chemicals. We always think solutions. Our system 

therefore always starts with the task and considers all feasible and 
relevant components.

Project service

For our end customers and key accounts, 
we are happy to provide one-to-one advi-
ce in relation to specific requirements. In 
special one-off cases, we can also provide 
rental machines if, for example, tight cons-
truction time windows make it necessary 
to use several machines.

Training LinkedInNews & Blog

On a regular basis, we offer user training 
courses, each lasting for several days, at 
our locations in Wangen near Stuttgart and 
in Hünxe in the northern Ruhr area. These 
courses deal with the five main application 
areas of our machines.

Short videos of current construction sites 
illustrate solutions based on our ‘practical 
help from practical people’. As a platform, 
our LinkedIn profile also offers the oppor-
tunity to exchange ideas with one another 
or with our application technology. Get 
new inspiration and follow us on LinkedIn.

On our website under News, in the tra-
de press and in our LinkedIn profile, we 
publish a regular stream of specific case 
studies showing how our machines provi-
ded solutions to problem situations. This 
is gradually enabling us to build up a com-
prehensive knowledge database and we 
cordially invite our customers to use it.

ServiceConsulting & Sales Service

We would also be pleased, when we deli-
ver your machine with the accessories it 
needs, to instruct you on-site in its hand-
ling and to give you practical tips on how 
to tackle floors to great effect.

On the basis of your enquiry, we collect the 
information we need and, where neces-
sary, we arrange an on-site appointment 
with you. We also quantity your require-
ments for machinery and tools. On the ba-
sis of this data, we send you a transparent 
and comprehensible offer.
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Selection of machines and  
appropriate dust extraction

Laying the 
groundwork

Long-lasting protection 
and care

Required operational 
steps and tools

 
APPLICATION TECHNOLOGY
Our consultants are practical people with plenty of experience    – from after-sales service and training to project service

FOR CONTINUOUS AND PRACTICAL  
DIALOGUE
What use are the finest of machines and tools if you need increasingly high levels of specialist ex-

pertise to use them efficiently?

This is precisely where our Application Technology department comes into play, and it has grown in 

size over the last few years. Here, specialists are at work who advise on the basis of ‘practical help 

from practical people’ and who devise solutions on a joint basis with our customers.  This starts 

with advice on choosing the most appropriate machine, and the best possible tool for the task in 

hand. We can also provide personal training on-site. In many cases, this has given rise to continu-

ous dialogue with a practical emphasis. Which hits the spot, as shown by the growing number of 

followers on our LinkedIn construction blog. 

Those who, like ourselves, aspire to be customer-focussed at all times, require this dialogue with 

their customers. That is because our ‘system’ is dynamic, meaning that it is open at all times for 

further improvement. Application Technology does not just come into play here but is almost the 

playmaker. It has worked like an “innovation engine” on our company and is the guarantee for in-

novations that the market really needs.
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A SUCCESS 
STORY
Training – from real life for real life

ALREADY FIVE STAR
At our training sessions, both professionals and novices can benefit from decades of experience on the 

part of our application technicians who impart theoretical knowledge and application technology so pro-

foundly that every participant can gain ground afterwards thanks to useful tips and practical exercises.  

Participants are generally impressed: “Everyone should experience this and if I had to give you a star 

rating, you'd have got five stars everywhere”, was just one review.
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...mit uns machen Sie Boden gut!

To get glossy shoes it takes three steps
– with our EU 510 only one!
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www.schwamborn.com




